Contents of Trunk

1. Takgee instructions* and game pieces
2. Korean Jacks instructions* and pieces (3 sets)
3. Yut game and instructions* (1)
4. Korean Cinderella (1 book)
5. Korean Cinderella coloring page* (1)
6. Modern Korean clothing (2 jackets and a suit)**
7. Traditional clothes for dolls (hanbok: girl’s (2) and boy’s (1))
8. Hangul scroll (text from a 15th Century book on Buddhism) (1)
9. Hangul banner (Happy New Year)
10. Hangul alphabet/pronunciation sheet (1)*
11. Map of Korea, North and South*
12. Whip Top and whip (1)
13. State of Mind DVD (1)
14. Korean kite (note the kids playing yut at the bottom left)
15. Pyongyang Times
16. Postcards of Korean landmarks and culture
17. Korean money (1000 won bill; 10, 50 and 100 won coins)

* May be photocopied
** Go ahead. Try ’em on.
Extend the Lessons Websites

Hangul
http://library.thinkquest.org/20746/non/learn/

Count to ten in Korean
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Plc5kSHcF6I&feature=related

Traditional clothing
http://www.lifeinkorea.com/culture/clothes/clothes.cfm

A State of Mind
http://www.astateofmind.co.uk/

Korean Cinderella Lesson Plan
http://www.lessonplanspage.com/LAMultiFairy.htm
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